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SIFPO2 is USAID-funded Support for International Family Planning ProgramsR4D partners with PSI to enhance the financial sustainability of their social franchise networks



Social Franchise Networks face sustainability 
and equity challenges

Identify new and diverse financing sources

Increase range of primary health care services

Access more equitable third-party financing

Declining donor 
support

Limited service 
offerings

Dependent on out-
of-pocket payments
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Brief description of challenge slide: It provides background and context for our work, which brings us to the problem statement for franchises: that they face declining donor support and are required to play a different role in the market in the context of UHC, to fill service delivery gaps and meet expanding needs.Declining Donor Support: Concerns about decline in donor funding globally and nationally is moving social franchise networks to adopt more financially sustainable modelsLimited Service Offerings: Networks typically support a limited set of high-impact services, including family planning and maternity care, rather than full range of primary health care servicesDependent on OOP payments: Private for-profit clinics within the network are typically located in urban/peri-urban areas and depend on OOP payments; hence may not target poor/vulnerable populations.



Our partnership aims to:

Help Social Franchise Networks adopt
Universal Health Coverage approaches 

to make health care for women and their families
more equitable and sustainable.
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Our approach applies UHC approaches to the 
goals of social franchise networks
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How does the solution work? The USAID-supported partnership between PSI and R4D aims to:Support clinical social franchises to become more financially sustainable and define new roles for themselves as intermediaries between the public and private sectorsLeading to improving SF goals of health impact, quality, equity, additionality, and cost-effectiveness.Which will expand FP/RH services to the poorest women and girls and lower the financial burden of out-of-pocket payments 



Our approach combines external analysis and 
internal participation by network staff…

Platform Needs Assessment

Health Markets Analysis

Health Financing Analysis

Options for 
financial 

sustainability

Collaborative 
Ideation and 
Assessment
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How do we implement the solution?Run through our approach, taking time to explain how it’s a mix of desk research and in-country interviews with members of the PSI/affiliate platform, MOH, NHI, PPP units, professional associations, donors, academics, etc. Explain how we leverage latent knowledge within the network through a series of collaborative meetings/workshops where we present our research and develop/assess ideas together. Examples:PNA: SFH Nigeria wants to evolve, diversify finances, serve more Q1 and Q2HMA: Government of Nigeria wants to raise the # of functional PHCs to 10,000HFA: New federal earmark for PHC; public insurance schemes emerging



…to develop a strategy that aligns with a 
particular network‘s needs
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How does it work: what is the outcome? We found that there is no one-size-fits-all strategy that can fit the franchise. The opportunities available to hospitals in urban areas are not suited to small medicine shops. Their clients are different; service offerings differ widely.In order to target the poor/vulnerable clients – those in Q1/Q2 – SFH would have to build out an entirely new cadre of franchisees in rural areas where the government is struggling to maintain PHCs. 



The emerging options are diverse…

Uganda

1. Develop a public 
private partnership 
with Kampala Capital 
City Authority

2. PACE providers 
participate in MOH 
voucher program

Nigeria

1. Help maternities 
register with National 
Health Insurance 
Scheme, empanel 
clients, and manage 
capitation

2. New tier of full and/or 
partial public sector 
franchisees via public 
private partnerships

Tanzania

1. Facilitate provider 
participation in results-
based financing with 
MOH under the Global 
Financing Facility for 
RMNCAH

2. Aid in the registration of 
franchisees in National 
Health Insurance Fund
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Appendix 2: Highlight that the options represented here all point to key themes – insurance, contracting (including RBF and voucher schemes), and cost-recovery. Even though they are varied and specific to the context of the country, there are broad approaches to financial sustainability that form the basis of every option. Uganda: PACETanzania: ProFamNigeria: Society for Family Health’s Health Family Network



...and hold a strong value proposition for the 
franchisor, franchisee, clients, and the government 

Women and Girls

Social Franchise Networks

• High health impact services
• Low out-of-pocket payments

• Third-party payment for services
• Increased client / service volumes

• Position as intermediary
• Improved outcomes against goals

• Integration in health system
• Better value for public funding

Social Franchise Providers

Government and other partners
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Who does it impact? How?Women and girls: When implemented, the health financing strategies will enable (more) clients to access high health impact services with low out of pocket payments and be assured of continuity of care.Social franchise providers: Providers may be integrated into third-party payment systems and mixed delivery systems, and stand to increase client and service volumes.Social franchise networks: The platform can redefine its strategic position as an intermediary, draw new revenue for/from its franchising activities, and improve against social franchising goalsGovernment and other partners: The government can enhance integration in the health system, get better value for public funding, and improve intermediate outcomes to achieve population health goals. 



PSI franchisors now poised to access health financing 
options to improve PHC for women & girls

How do we ensure continued impact?

• Leverage internal knowledge and 
expertise within social franchising 
platforms

• Make dedicated deep dives to turn 
strategies into actions

• Cultivate advocacy and action among 
platform leaders, government, and 
private sector
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How do we ensure continued impact?Social franchises know best! They’ve lived and worked in the environment and know a lot about how the official policies and informal norms will affect the work they can do and the impact they can create.Dedicated deep dives: Discuss upcoming work in Tanzania integrating PSI into govt./GFF led RBF scheme; and in Uganda developing a contract with KCCA to offer high impact MCH services. Cultivate advocacy and action: Discuss how a lot of our second phase will be spent advocating with the government and other private sector actors – through a study tour/workshop in Tanzania that brings public and private sector together to discuss the role of the private sector; through facilitating a contractual partnership between PACE and KCCA



An equation to remember

UHC = Good, but need better service delivery

Social Franchises = Good, but need fair and sustainable funding

UHC + SFs = Better, fairer, more sustainable care for 
women and girls
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How do we ensure continued impact?Social franchises know best! They’ve lived and worked in the environment and know a lot about how the official policies and informal norms will affect the work they can do and the impact they can create.Dedicated deep dives: Discuss upcoming work in Tanzania integrating PSI into govt./GFF led RBF scheme; and in Uganda developing a contract with KCCA to offer high impact MCH services. Cultivate advocacy and action: Discuss how a lot of our second phase will be spent advocating with the government and other private sector actors – through a study tour/workshop in Tanzania that brings public and private sector together to discuss the role of the private sector; through facilitating a contractual partnership between PACE and KCCA



Thank you from our whole team



What is (more or less) financial sustainability?

A more financially sustainable franchise will:

• Use more diverse funds—donor, public, and private—in pursuit of 
quality, equity, additionality, cost-effectiveness, and health impact

• Look different depending on the country and context

• Constantly grow, adapt, and innovate in response to health needs, 
financing opportunities, and system constraints in a country
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Appendix 1: For you to have at hand.



Options from the landscaping analyses

Uganda
1. Develop a public private 

partnership with Kampala Capital 
City Authority

2. PACE providers participate in MOH 
voucher program

3. Facilitate PACE providers’ 
participation in results-based 
financing with MOH under the 
Global Financing Facility for 
RMNCAH

4. Expand Partnership with Save for 
Health to pilot comprehensive 
CBHI scheme to demonstrate 
value for integration under NHIS

5. Formalize facility-based 
mechanisms to help Sara save for 
health

6. Explore developing a 
microinsurance product for PACE 
providers with a private 
commercial health insurance 
agency

Nigeria
1. Caring business partner: 

Support to high quality/volume 
clinics at cost

2. Baby steps: Channel public 
FP/MCH commodities through 
private HFN maternities

3. Insured Maternities: Help 
maternities register with 
insurance, empanel clients, and 
manage capitation

4. Better first encounter: Link 
PPMVs with PHCs (North) and 
integrate into NHIS/CBHI 
(South)

5. Franchising-In PHC: New tier of 
full and/or partial public sector 
franchisees via PPPs

Tanzania
1. Working with Government Backed 

Health Insurance Schemes
– Aid in the registration of 

franchisees in NHIF and SHIB
– Aid in and increase the volume 

and efficiency of incoming 
revenues from insurance

2. Working with Private Insurance 
Schemes

– Aid in the registration of 
franchisees with Jubilee, 
Strategis, etc.

– Aid in the enrolment of more 
clients, especially those 
targeting lower income 
quintiles

3. Working with Government Contracts
– Contract with CHMT/RHMT 

through Service Level 
Agreements
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Appendix 2: Highlight that the options represented here all point to key themes – insurance, contracting (including RBF and voucher schemes), and cost-recovery. Even though they are varied and specific to the context of the country, there are broad approaches to financial sustainability that form the basis of every option. 



Option for PACE Uganda: Developing a public private 
partnership with Kampala Capital City Authority

PACE would develop a public private partnership with Kampala Capital City Authority for the delivery 
of PHC and MCH services through PACE facilities, with referral mechanisms to public hospitals
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Appendix 3: In-depth look at one option that we will be implementing in Year 2 – success!!


		Client Sara:

· Decrease OOP costs for high health impact services.

		PACE Franchisee:

· Increase income from sustainable source.

· Experience working with KCCA will build trust and create more opportunities in the future.





		PACE Franchisor:

· Strong value proposition to providers and government. If management fees are included, PACE can recoup costs.

		Government:

· For KCCA: Effectively addresses health demand with quality services. 

· For MOH: Sets an example of an effective PPPH with PFP in service delivery. Complementary to future NHIS schemes. 
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